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WHAT’S THE FUSS ABOUT RADON GAS? 
 
 

You may have seen them in your local building supply store.....radon gas detector kits 
costing $25 or so that you place in your house for a week and then mail to a lab for an analysis of 
radon gas levels in the air.  If you’ve bought or sold a house in the last few years, your purchase 
and sale contract had a short notice in it advising you that radon gas “may present health risk to 
persons who are exposed to it over time,” and that you could contact your county public health 
unit for more information.  What’s the fuss about? 
 

Radon gas is a colorless, odorless radioactive gas generated as a byproduct of the decay 
of uranium in the soil.  As it escapes into the atmosphere it emits submicroscopic particles which 
can lodge in the lungs and cause cancer in individuals exposed to the gas in sufficient quantities 
or over long periods of time.  It has been known to enter buildings through porous cinderblock, 
loose fitting pipes, floor joints and cracks in the foundation, resulting in unacceptably high 
exposure levels for inhabitants.  Detector kits measure the number of particles striking the 
detector, in order to determine whether the air in your house contains levels of the gas which 
exceed state or federal guidelines.   
 

In response to this potential threat, the Florida Department of Health (DOH), in 
conjunction with the Florida Department of Community Affairs (DCA), prepared tougher 
building standards for new construction, designed to reduce radon levels in buildings.  The 
standards were intended to apply to all areas of the state having documented potential for 
elevated radon levels, based on maps established by the DCA.  The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency has determined that radon gas levels equal to or in excess of 4.0 picoCuries 
per liter (4.0 pC/l) require additional investigation, and recommends that properties in areas 
which average radon levels above that amount be assessed prior to construction.  According to 
the DCA, current data indicates that Orange and Lake Counties do not have the requisite 
potential for elevated radon levels, but portions of Seminole, Osceola and Polk Counties do.  The 
DOH maintains maps showing the Counties in which it recommends radon resistant building 
techniques, based on the type of construction (residential versus commercial). 
 

The standards were intended to mandate the use of new construction practices for all 
homes built in affected areas.  However, the building industry lobbied the state legislature for 
limitations on the applicability of the standards, which increase the cost of new homes.  The 
legislature was also sensitive to the impact of the standards on the economies of “affected areas” 
and the potential stigma that may attach from such a designation.  As a result, the legislature 
passed the buck and decided to give local governments the right to implement them at their 
option.  Although portions of Seminole, Osceola and Polk Counties are identified by the DOH as 
having potential for elevated radon levels, none of these counties currently requires testing for 
radon or use of radon-resistant building techniques as a condition to issuance of building permits 
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for new construction. 
 
What about older homes?  The state has not proposed mandatory testing or alteration of 

existing structures to reduce radon levels, but encourages testing to determine whether occupants 
are at risk.   
 

If you are considering buying a home, you may want a clause in your contract allowing 
testing before closing.  If there are radon levels in excess of state or federal guidelines, you 
should reserve the right to terminate the contract or require the seller to pay for corrective 
measures to reduce radon levels below the guidelines.  These could include installing enhanced 
ventilation systems, sealing foundations and floor joints, and installing venting systems to permit 
the gas to escape directly into the atmosphere.  These measures could be expensive, so a seller is 
unlikely to agree without placing a cap on his obligations for remediation, allowing you to 
terminate the contract if you don’t want to pay the excess.           

 
The DOH has established standards for the certification of individuals and businesses 

offering radon testing and mitigation, and maintains a list of those who are certified.  However, 
the DOH does not currently regulate radon testing devices.  Further information about radon is 
available at the DOH’s website, which is at www.doh.state.fl.us. 
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